
 

 
Combined inhalers salbutamol and steroid versus isolated its uses in adults’ 

asthmatic patients 
 
 
 
Abstract: 
Inhaled long acting B2-agonist combined with inhaled steroid being longed used in chronic 
persistent bronchial asthma as a therapy to reduce the needs for admission to hospital and to 
improve quality of life instead of isolated single uses. 
Patients and Methods: Two hundred Seven patients with chronic persistent bronchial asthma on 
variety of inhalers, enrolled randomly in this study, One hundred Twenty (58.0%) were female and 
Eighty Seven (42.0%) were male, their ages range from sixteen to seventy five with mean ages 
(45.59±14.67) year's. type of inhalers used, dose, control with a question about admission to 
hospital, adherence to inhalers ,confidents  and recording the parameter of pulmonary function test 
FEV1, FVC and PEFR while patients on own inhalers type used.   
Results: 
 In this study there are statistically significant different between, single and combined inhalers in 
chronic persistent asthma (p value0.005)in FEV1LFVC but not between the types of combined 
inhalers (p.value 0.12 ), age in both types of comparisons indicate no statistically significant effects( 
p value  0.85,0.47) respectively .     
Conclusions: combined inhalers therapy for patients with persistent asthma superior for either 
alone, preferred and confident by patients; ages of patients neither significantly alter the response 
nor the patients desire.    
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Introduction: 
  Owing to the known fact, that bronchial asthma and in particular chronic persistent one is a 
common health problem and result in persistent threatening to patients in respect to their life, 
social and economic state of them and ultimately, their family and community.(1)  

By no mean the incidence of bronchial asthma was increasing and by the years 2025,400 million 
sufferers is expected word wide. (1, 2)The climates changes and the dietary habit, humidity, noxious 
substances and the indoor and outdoor risk factors, perhaps change the  natural history of 
bronchial asthma in away or other regarding incidence, prevalence and of course the prognosis 
through  morbidity and mortality effects.(3)  

the remedy of bronchial asthma in revolutionized in parallel to the complexity of the incidence, 
prevalence and the outcomes of the problem, so a great deals regarding the treatment of bronchial 
asthma and a lot of modifications of strategy of treatments was adapted and guidelines annually 
modified and revise the managements approach the new single therapy.( 3,4)  
double combined and even triple therapy was a real revolutionized the treatments, several studies 
deals with combinations therapy in particular the inhalers types and drugs type and the 
developments of long acting medications, direct bronchodilators or indirect one in a form of 
verities of steroid medications used either alone or in combinations.  
The patients role is encourage in choice the type of inhaler's, rout of its preferable use, resemble an 
anew methods to enhances the communication of patients toward  treatments types and rout, this 
further increase the compliance of patients, quality of life and the prognosis.(5,6,7)  
Combined bronchodilators, long acting's salbutamol (LADA) and long acting steroids in varying 
doses; low or high doses, when recommended for patients with chronic persistence asthma, reduce 
the symptoms, increase quality of life, reduce admission to hospital through decreasing a chance of 
developing an acute asthmatic attack, reduce exacerbations and ultimately reduces the absence 
from jobs as well the unwanted side effects of short acting bronchodilators and short acting high 
potency steroids therap. (8,,9,10)  
The tendency to adapt this type of therapy by primary healthcare center and general practioners 
doctor by no means encourage therapy adherence and delate the unreal wrong believes that 
adapted by patients and their relatives  about  inhalers therapy. (11,12)  
Still in the strategy of chronic asthma managements on community or in individual levels no clear-
cuts ideations regarding the combinations long–acting therapy and even at least no data available 
on national levels especially in respect to short and long term prognosis and cost effectiveness of 
this approach. If a patient remains poorly controlled, despite regular use of ICS, a thorough review 
should be undertaken of adherence, inhaler technique and ongoing exposure to modifiable 
aggravating factors.(13,14,15) A further increase in the dose of ICS may benefit some patients but, in 
general, add-on therapy should be considered in adults taking 800 μg/day BDP (or equivalent).(16,17 

)  
remodeling phenomenon, though to be the sequel of chronic asthma, the use of modifying approach 
of treatments plus the age factors; as reflected in difficulties in handling inhaler devices, may alter 
the optimum response. (18, 19, 20)     
This study aimed to approve whether this type of inhalers therapy for patients with chronic 
asthma, reduce complaints, hospital need for admission, improve quality of life and whether, a high 
dose combination is superior to low dose in patients managements.                       
 
 
 
Material and methods:  
A cross-section prospective descriptive study of   207 patients, 120 (58.0%) were female and 
87(42.0%) were male, their ages range from 16 to 75 with mean ages (45.59±14.67) years, during 
the 2021-2022 after approving by scientific research committee in basrha college of medicine. All 
participants with chronic persistent asthmatic, patients in acute asthmatic attack or acute life 
threatening asthma was excluded from study,   complain from shortness of breath, cough, night 
shortens of breath and cough, scatter wheeze reduce quality of life. enrolled in this descriptive 
study, demographic character of the studied sample were collected from each separately through 
an sheets distributed to participants, Involve data about, age, gender, duration of asthma, diagnosis, 
treatment types, inhaler use and types of it, after take an oral consent, sample then subdivided to 
two main groups, first is that one short acting inhalers and second, whom on long acting combined 



 

inhalers, the second group further subdivided to two main groups: high dose combinations inhalers 
and low dose combination inhalers; High dose   ( salmeterol / fluticasone)25/250, Low dose  
(salmeterol / fluticasone  25/125), pulmonary function test particularly, FEVI/FVC and PEFR are 
used to compare between the studied groups, the results of these objective parameters, their means 
and standard deviations , percentage of FEV1/FVC consider the cut point for the beneficial effects 
gained by inhaler type and dose. Data collected, feed to IMB statistic package for social sciences 
(SPSS), version 22, and variables  according to design calculated by independent sample test , 
Levene's Test for equality of Variances and  t. test for equality of means and 95%CI of differences 
were p value of less than 0.05considerd significant.          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Results: 
Table1: general characterstic of studied groups; demographic criteria and confidence of patients 
with the treatments; regarding inhalers types and doses types.      
Variable    Total  P value 
Age  16 to 75years 45.59±14.67years   
Gender  120(58.0%) female 87(42.0%) male  207 (100%)  
FEV1 3.15±  0.79    
FVC 2.65± 0.67    
FEV1/FVC 80.54±  3.46    
PEF 7.07±  1.40    
Inhaler types 85(41.1%) short  122(48.9%)   long  207 (100%)  
Combined types   64(52.5%)low dose  58(47.5%)high dose 122 (48.9%)  
 
Confidence of patients regarding single or combined , high dose or low dose inhaler's 
  
Type  Not confidence no & 

% 
Confidence no&% Total no& % P value  

Confident with-
Short   

No: 51(24.6 %)                Yes: 34(16.4%) 85(41.1%)  
0.001 

Confident with -
Long 

No: 34 (16.4%)               Yes: 88 (42.5 %)     122(58.9%) 

        
Confidence-High N: 19(15.6%)  Yes: 39(23.00%) 58 (47.5%)  

0.17  Confidence Low N: 13 (10.7%) Yes: 51 (41.8%) 64(52.5%) 
 
Table2: shows the confidence of patients with both types of inhaler; short acting and long acting, 
reflecting by the measurements of FEV1/FVC , PEFR and the age of patients as non-modifiable 
factor in both groups ( single or combined inhalers.  

 
 
confidence Single 
inhalers  N Mean 

Std. 
Deviation 

Std. 
Error   

95% Confidence Interval 
of the Difference 

 
Sig. 

Lower Upper 
 
FEV1/FVC 

No 85 78.14  2.94  .319  -4.85 - 3.28 -  
0.05 

  
Yes 122 82.21  2.75  .249  -4.86 - 3.27 - 

 
PEF  

No 85 7.01  1.25  .136  -.498 - .28    
0.58  Yes 122 7.12  1.50  .136  -.48 - .27  



 

 
Age  

No 85 45.82  13.55  1.47  -3.71 - 4.47    
0.85  Yes 122 45.44  15.45  1.39  -3.62 - 4.38  

 
 
 
Table 3: shows the confident of patients with both; high dose and low dose combined inhalers by 
leavens test for equality of means reflected by FEV1/FVC, PEFR and age factors as non-modifiable 
factor, were no significant difference between both types.  
  

 
Variable  

low/high/dose No&% 
Mean Std. 
Deviation 

Std. Error 
Mean 

Sig.   95% CI of the 
Difference 

Lower Upper 
FEV1/FVC low dose 64(52.5%) 82.96± 

1.89 
.23720 0.12  

  
-.16445- 1.30248 

 high dose 58(47.5%) 82.40± 
2.19 

.28800 -.17015- 1.30817 

PEF low dose 64(52.5%) 7.13± 
1.23 

.1548 0.32  -.2456- .7427 

 high dose 58(47.5%) 6.88± 
1.51 

.1989 -.2510- .7481 

Age low dose 64(52.5%) 45.32± 
15.05 

1.88220 0.47  
  

-7.32916- 3.39921 

 high dose 58(47.5%) 47.29± 
14.81 

1.94573 -7.32528- 3.39532 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Discussion: In this study which based  on patients subjective support on one hand and pulmonary 
functions as reflected by FEV1/LFVC, PEFR on the other hand as objective parameter for it; shows 
that patients confident with therapy actually not depend on just improvements of complaint, but on 
other   different factors including technical difficulties experienced by them with using the inhaler 
devices , its types, the irritations induce ,the frequency of administrations and of course on the 
unwanted side effects may accompany the use of inhalers, these social factors blamed to be as 
factors the encourage the compliance of patients; enhances the percentage of patients 
improvements and decreasing the exacerbation and need for admission to hospital, this reflected 
significantly in the study by the use of combination inhalers in comparisons with the use of single 
inhalers.(3,10)  

In study conducted as outpatient in Bangladesh, reflecting the patient's role in selecting or leading 
physicians to select best inhalers types, this study showed parallel results. The improvements 
which reflected the objective, negative or positive reactions response of the inhalers, were adding, 
LABA components to ICS, showing significant improvement of the parameters of FEV1/FVC, but not 
PEFR in both types. (17)  



 

Age, though matched, imply no effects in both type neither on pulmonary functions nor on the 
desire and confidents of the users, which not consistent with many different studies as older age 
group may have a difficulties in handling and inhaling properly. (21,22 )    
combined or single inhalers in this study both parameter;  reflecting the improvement in lung 
function, when used in chronic persistent asthmatic patients using combined inhaled steroid and 
LABD, and less significantly in patients using single based therapy as steroid or  LADA, this was 
consistent with multiple  studies. (12)  
Combinations steroids and LADA inhalers; on other hand was studied regarding its two main types, 
high dose and low dose type, subjectively and objectively, bearing the wish and choice of patient 
secondary to the objective improvement demonstrated by pulmonary function test, shows no 
significates different in both types, dis regarding patient's wishes as this may subjected to bias if we 
consider the patients idea about the exact dose of components of inhalers. But the pulmonary 
functions test which is more solid parameter to differentiate in between types, this may similar to a 
study in. (1, 8) even if not consistent with a studies regarded as foreign to it; in this area; this study, 
the peculiarity of environmental factors including wet weather, industrial, like vapors delivered 
from oil companies present in and surrounding this area affects the patients factors including the 
confide dance of inhalers.   
In contrary to other studies; age factors, whether young age group or older; it appears in this study 
not affect the course of response to inhalers, in both single use inhales or combined inhaler 
uses.(3,21,22)though theoretically advancing age and longer duration of disease may lead to 
remodeling phenomena, in which there is decrease response to bronchodilators therapy, patients 
desire and confidences.(23,24,25 ) through questioners answered, may subjected to bias, which not 
gave an ideal response to differentiate between types, in this study, they are confident with 
combined than single drug inhalers and response with  no differences between high dose and low 
dose combined one.(13) this is  consistence with many met analysis study (Patel 2013, Papi 2013, 
Cates 2013, and Kew 2013).(3)    

In conclusions; combined inhalers therapy for patients with chronic persistent asthma are superior 
to single drugs inhalers either as B-agonist drugs or steroids, this actually occurs for a variety of 
reasons including the improvements of quality of life, decrease the side effects, from  the common  
simple side effects to more serious one, like deaths associated with LADA alone , as well the use of 
minimum doses inhalers in combined types rather than high doses to decrease side effects and the 
prices for economic reasons as the disease has chronic sequel .                     
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